
Share a few favourite pictures 

Use Animoto http://animoto.com/ to create the 

video presentations of eight favourite school trip 

photographs or topic pictures.  These 

presentations can be shared and shown off to each 

other, parents and friends or in assembly. There is 

a clear explanatory video on the opening page that 

is worth watching. 

Sign up for the free version and choose to make 

the 30 second video. To make the longer ones 

schools need to take out a subscription service.  

Sometimes some very special offers are made so it is worth keeping an eye on the e-mail 

account that registered! 

Having chosen to make a short video it says that about 12 items are needed to make the video 

clip.  

Firstly select a background style from the huge collection available. 

Secondly select your background music. 

 

Add pictures or videos – you can upload your own or choose from their library! 

http://animoto.com/


 

There is an Upload button where images can be uploaded from the computer’s hard drive. 

Balance the use of photographs 

and pieces of text in the text 

screens. It seems that only three 

short video clips can be used, so 

it is best to cut tiny fragments 

from existing videos to get over 

a specific message. 

Once the images are uploaded 

one can see them as a set of 

small thumbnails across the top of the working screen. 

 



At the right of the screen is a set of tools where the user can rotate images, duplicate images, 

add a spotlight to images and add text screens. The spotlight adds emphasis to selected 

pictures. 

Finally add the texts, remember the credits! 

 

Add a title line, this takes skill as it is very limited in characters allowed! The second line 

where one can add a little more information has slightly more allowance. Save it and drag it 

into position. On the picture you can see I have a title text – with a header and description, for 

the poppies I just have the description. 

Select Produce Video and watch it render. Preview it and choose either Continue editing or 

produce. 

 

 



Pupils can download their videos, have them e-mailed, shared on Facebook or Twitter, 

Pinned on a Pin it, embedded in a wiki or blog… the possibilities are endless.  

 

This could be a wonderful way of making Christmas cards for parents  It could be used to share 

images from the Christmas play, a school trip, a piece of topic work, photograph of D&T, sports and 

many more ideas that I have not thought of! 

It is also available as an app for iPod Touches, iPhones and iPads. 


